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Abstract: The human face is an essential aspect of an individual's body. It plays a crucial function in detecting and identifying 
emotions since the face is where a person exhibits all of their fundamental emotions. 
Through human emotions, we solve different types of problems. Like healthcare, security, business, and education. The purpose 
of this paper is to present the detection of depression in the mental health sector. Depression or stress is faced by most of the 
population all over the world for many reasons and at different stages of life. As the current human life is a busy life cycle, a 
person gets depressed or stressed in their daily life. Depression may be found in educational activities, competitive or challenging 
tasks, employment pressure, family consequences, different sorts of human connection management, health issues, old age, and 
other situations. Artificial intelligence and deep learning approaches are suggested in this study to assess depression. This 
research is useful for analyzing the mental health of every employer and psychologist when counselling their patients. Here, we 
propose a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) model. This model can classify two types of human facial emotions. 
Which is based on positive and negative emotions. This model is trained and tested using the FER-2013 dataset. The data set 
used for experimentation is a FER (Facial Expression Recognition) dataset available in the KAGGLE repository. The 
implementation environment includes Keras, TensorFlow, and OpenCV Python packages. The result includes the emotion 
detection accuracy between the training and test phases. The average accuracy achieved was 77%. 
Keywords: Face Detection, Expression Classification, Emotion Detection, Depression Detection. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, depression is a big problem that people face at different stages of life, and it can have serious consequences. Depression 
is faced by most of the population all over the world for many reasons due to the current busy life cycle. A person gets stressed in 
his life, which leads to depression in the long run. Nowadays, the number of suicides is increasing drastically due to uncontrolled 
stress levels. We encounter depression or stress in educational activities, competitive/challenging tasks, work pressure, family 
consequences, various types of coping with human relationships, health disorders, old age, etc. [1]. 
Through human facial expressions and emotional recognition, it takes on great importance at this time, because it can capture 
people's behaviors, feelings, and intentions [2]. Emerging technologies like machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) 
have the potential to lead the automation revolution in today's technology. AI that uses motion and object detection to identify 
emotions. In this instance, the computer can monitor and record the position and motion of facial features like the lips, eyes, and 
eyebrows. After that, it contrasts movement data with learned emotions [3]. To address complicated issues, the Neural Network 
(NN), Deep Neural Network (DNN), and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) use new and enhanced techniques [1]. In the 
developing world, face identification using image processing has several applications. When it comes to gathering data in real-time, 
real-time cameras show promise. Image and video datasets are used in many fields and applications such as medical imaging, much 
more scanned image data can be analyzed using artificial intelligence techniques. 
Emotions are always a reaction to a person's state of mind and behavior, and they may be studied for a short while. Numerous other 
issues may be resolved and new applications can be developed after face identification employing computational approaches and 
procedures [4]. This study proposes "artificial intelligence-based AI technology" for depression diagnosis. Techniques for analyzing 
facial emotions are used to gauge an individual's stress or depressive state. When it comes to detecting emotions and sadness, this 
strategy is very adaptable. Thus, this technique may be used with patients of any age or kind [5]. Because the depression detection 
dataset comprises of pictures or videos, the system employs 2D CNN, a sort of deep learning that conducts mathematical operations, 
to do image or video recognition. Furthermore, the suggested deep convolutional neural network offers high accuracy in addition to 
being taught to recognize a variety of human facial emotions. A neural network framework is created and evaluated using a variety 
of criteria, including training loss, testing or validation loss, network train data correctness, and model test data accuracy. Deep 
Neural Networks are used to recognize expressions on faces. 
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The objective is to determine the optimal approach for real-time learning environments' use of facial expression recognition for 
depression detection. Enhancing the emotion detection algorithm's precision and effectiveness is essential to achieving this aim [32]. 
 
A. Related Work 
Reviews of emotion analysis in social media data for fear were shown by Balu et al. [6]. detection of sadness or stress utilizing a 
variety of artificial methods. It was evident from this study's analysis that a variety of artificial intelligence approaches were 
employed to determine emotions from social media data that included words, emoticons, and emotions. Sentiment research reveals 
that multi-class categorization using the Deep Learning algorithm has a high accuracy rate [32]. 
Kalliopi Kyriakou from the Department of Geoinformatics at the University of Salzburg in Australia and others have designed a 
stress detection system based on wearable physiological sensor measurements. By using a rule-based system that combined the 
galvanic response of the skin with a physiological sensor measured by skin temperature, they were able to identify stress [7]. 
Mr. Purnendu Shekhar Panday of BML, Munjal University in Haryana, India has created a prototype to determine a person's stress 
level based on changes in their heart rate over time. It recognizes the pattern of heart rate changes, whether people are stressed or 
working out in the gym. When the server receives a heartbeat reading, a scatter plot is created as a visualization. Using these stress 
marks, the stress object known as a detector is also mapped [8]. 
Wang et al. al. (2008), according to researchers extracted geometric features from 28 regions formed by 58 2D facial landmarks to 
characterize facial expression changes. Probabilistic classifiers were used to propagate the probability frame by frame and create a 
probabilistic facial expression profile, the result showing that depressed patients show different facial expression trends than healthy 
controls [9]. 
In FER, Ghayoumi [10] recently gave an overview of deep learning. However, the assessments only focused on how the deep 
learning technique differed from the traditional approach. Nowadays, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are used by most 
models to create FER models. CNN outperformed other algorithms in accuracy, even with a limited dataset (EmotiW). CNN's utility 
is not restricted to facial expression recognition (FER); with further refinement, it may be used to identify specific facial features 
rather than the whole face. Interest points like the lips, eyes, mouth, eyebrows, etc., will be included. On several datasets, including 
FER 2013, CK+, FERG, and JAFEE, CNN performs even better than the state-of-the-art models [12, 13]. CNN is more effective for 
Liu et al. [15] in terms of automated feature extraction and less input. They put out a CNN-based model that is composed of three 
subnetworks with various topologies. The Facial Emotion Recognition (FER) dataset is more accurately represented by this model 
[11]. 
Other methods, like Haarcascade, integrate neural networks with eye and mouth cues to recognize them, and the result is a much 
superior scheme for the suggested system. This study uses the CNN approach to identify automatic emotions or facial expressions. 
To determine the patient's degree of depression, further analysis is done on these recorded facial expressions. A novel class of 
depression remedies is produced as a result of this paper's study of the suggested AI methodologies. Fig. [1] displays the design's 
system architecture. 
 

 
Fig.1- Proposed System Architecture. 
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II. DATASET 
The data file used in the article for analysis is the FER-2013 open-source data file. This dataset was first created for a project by 
Pierre-Lue Carrier and Aaron Courville and then shared publicly for a Kaggle competition. This dataset consists of 35,887 grayscale 
images, where each image has a size of 48 × 48 face images with different emotions. And its main sign can be divided into 7 types- 
0= Angry, 1= Disgust, 2= Fear, 3= Happy, 4= Sad, 5= Surprise, 6= Neutral. But in this article, we have divided these datasets into 2 
types – 0= depressed, and 1= natural. 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 
The process for identifying depressive feelings in picture data was covered in this part. Happiness, sorrow, surprise, anger, fear, and 
disgust are the six fundamental models of emotions that Ekman offers. These feelings were separated into good and negative 
categories by Seung Jun and Dong-Keun Kim. Contentment, astonishment, neutral and negative feelings, melancholy, fury, terror, 
etc. are examples of positive emotions. [17],[18]. happy emotions are linked to better job performance and human health, whereas 
negative emotions when influenced by a variety of conditions, lead to stress and impaired focus [19], [20]. For these reasons, it is 
reasonable to argue that happy emotions are very advantageous for human health. Negative ones cause injury and point to a 
potentially hazardous bodily or psychological state [21]. Depression, stress, anxiety, loneliness, mental breakdowns, and other 
related issues are among the effects on emotional health. To tackle this issue, we first identify the emotions on a human face and 
transfer them to the psychology domain. Emotional stress or depression symptoms that are similar. 

 
Fig.2- Positive and Negative Emotion Classification. 

 
In this paper, we are dealing with depression or mental disorders related to human mental health. So, we primarily focus on 
recognizing negative emotions and mapping them to psychological behavior. So that, we can solve mental health problems by 
detecting emotions. In this paper, we used Python EDA technology with AI concept and provided percentage accuracy of negative 
emotions. 

 
         Fig.3-Negative Emotion Mapped Process. 
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A. Methodology Preprocessing Framework 
In this paper, we have used Python technology with the concept of AI that provides negative emotions. After the classification, we 
can achieve better solutions regarding the classification of image and video data. We compared the negative emotions with the 
possible disease of the patients. As with depression or stress, it can also describe how human emotions can be analyzed for 
healthcare purposes. Here, we used the methodological framework of emotion classification by preprocessing for depression 
detection. The methodological framework is a reflection of the method. The entire methodological procedure is shown in Fig. 

 
Fig.4- Methodology Preprocessing framework. 

 
B. Tools and Technologies 
In this research, we employed a variety of methods and technologies to classify and recognize emotions. 
1) OpenCV: OpenCV is a free and open-source computer vision and machine learning software library. To speed the introduction 

of artificial intelligence into products, OpenCV has been built as a common infrastructure for computer vision applications. The 
library contains about 2500 optimized algorithms, encompassing a broad variety of classic and cutting-edge computer vision 
and machine learning approaches [17]. 

2) TensorFlow: The machine learning model can be used with free and open-source TensorFlow software. Deep neural networks 
are the main focus of this comprehensive open-source machine learning platform. Huge volumes of poorly structured data are 
analyzed through deep learning. Python is used to create APIs for building high-performance applications [18]. 

3) Keras: Keras is the TensorFlow platform's high-level API. It offers a user-friendly, high-productivity interface for tackling 
machine learning (ML) issues, with an emphasis on current deep learning. Keras handles all aspects of the machine learning 
workflow, from data processing to hyperparameter tweaking to deployment. It was created to allow for fast experimentation 
[19]. 

4) Convolutional Neural Network: Convolutional neural networks are deep learning neural networks that are intended to interpret 
structured information such as images. Many visual applications, including picture categorization, are at the cutting edge of 
technology. Convolutional neural networks are commonly employed, if not entirely, in computer vision. A CNN's power is 
derived from a special layer known as a convolutional layer, which is a feedforward neural network with up to 20 or 30 layers 
[20]. 
 

C. Proposed Model 
A neural network is an ensemble of algorithms designed to imitate the structure and functions of the human brain. It finds patterns in 
data and leverages those patterns to solve problems. Convolution is a mathematical technique that is used to determine the 
difference between data in convolutional neural networks [2], [21], [22]. Traditional neural networks are utterly ineffective at 
solving complicated problems such as pattern recognition, image and video classification, etc., whereas convolutional neural 
networks perform very well in these applications and provide to excellent accuracy [33]. 
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Convolutional layers, rectified linear units (ReLUs), pooling layers, and fully connected layers are the four layers that make up a 
convolutional neural network. Together, these layers extract information from the input pictures. after the feature extraction from all 
of the input photos. Each convolutional filter may represent a feature that has been extracted from the input pictures by the 
algorithm, which has learned it [23]. 

 
Fig. 5- depicts a human emotion detection model based on Convolutional Neural Network architecture. 

 
The networks are written in keras, operate in Python, and make use of the Keras library. We take 48×48 photos from the FER-2013 
dataset and feed them into the model as input. As a result, the model reads the retrieved pictures and displays them as shown in 
Fig.6. 

 
Fig.6- Figure shows different emotions. 

 
The figure image depicts two distinct moods. The network's first 48x48 input layer seeks to increase accuracy and decrease loss in 
the final product. The model comprises a convolutional layer with 64 filters, each measuring [3×3] [2]. Subsequently, there are two 
additional convolutional layers, a max pooling flattening layer, a local contrast normalization layer, and a max pooling layer. 
Rectified Linear Units, or ReLU, is the activation function that we use, along with a drop of 0.4 to minimize overfitting. The 
softmax function comes after the CNN model's dimensionality is decreased by concurrently adding the first and second layers. To 
build a more precise model, we further use the drop-out, Adam optimizer. 
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The model can be implemented using the Python programming language. This model is also simulated in Google Colab or Jupyter 
Notebook and combines convolutional neural network layers for model construction, model compilation, and fitting, keras that runs 
on TensorFlow, which is used as a deep learning library. Scikitlearn is a package that is used to identify the confusion matrix that 
provides the model's accuracy, precision, specificity, recall, etc. The confusion matrix, as well as other plots such as loss and 
precision plots, are plotted using Matplotlib and Seaborn. The FER image dataset is used to train CNNs that use the Adam optimizer 
and the loss feature is the categorical cross-entropy. Relu and softmax are activation functions. Adam is an optimizer of 40 epochs 
and is used with a learning rate of 0.01. Figures 1 and 5 show the CNN model. After running the OpenCV model, facial expressions 
and emotions are detected as shown in Figure 6 above, which indicate 2 main emotions. This human facial expression and emotions 
are depressed and normal emotions are recognized. After the training is complete, we include this code in the web application we 
created to evaluate our model. Figure 7 presents the facial expression analysis model that uses the keras model, and Figure 8 shows 
the accuracy of the value in the keras model. During model training, we save the model so that we may utilize it in our web 
application. It loads the trained data-containing stored model. Human emotion recognition in a picture collection is now 
accomplished using it.  

 
Fig.7- The analysis of the proposed FER model built using Keras. 

 
Here Figure-8 provides the loss and precision value after training the dataset. 

 
Fig.8- The accuracy and loss of the value. 
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Figure 9 depicts the model's accuracy and loss, and we can see that the loss lowers over time while the accuracy grows in both 
training and validation. 

 
Fig.9- The accuracy of training and validation (testing) data as well as model loss during the CNN training process. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a multi-layer convolutional neural network for human face expression extraction and emotion recognition 
for depression detection. This model classifies 2 human facial expressions from the FER dataset of 35887 images used. In this 
article, human emotions are considered to be depressed and natural. The model has similar training and testing accuracies, indicating 
that it best fits and generalizes to the data. 
Humans can fight mental illness by implementing depression or stress detection using facial expressions and systems. It adds space 
to improve a person's overall well-being. Deep learning technology provides effective stress prediction accuracy. Using several 
open-source libraries– TensorFlow, Google Collab, and some Python libraries results in a network model for prediction. The image 
data along with the labels are trained on a convolutional algorithm to achieve prediction accuracy. This document has a facial 
emotion recognition accuracy of 77% to detect depression or stress. 
 

VI. FUTURE WORK 
The update algorithms can be done easily because we are doing a modular implementation and the work could continue in the 
future. We can also improve the concept of emotion detection to detect depression or stress using negative emotion videos and 
negative voice audio processing techniques.  
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